
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of tech architect. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for tech architect

Adept in presenting primary business solution overview with pertinent
solution adjacencies and how it relates to the overall CA story
Be accountable to assemble, manage, and lead the right people and teams
and share responsibility to architect and deliver innovative solutions that are
tailored to client business needs
Work across the entire account team, including from partner organization,
and from sales through delivery, with accountability to ensure that proposed
solutions are deliverable and while staying informed that what is sold is being
delivered, serving as client advocate and escalation point to ensure their
needs and expectations are met or exceeded
Drive financial performance for the account including setting annual financial
targets with the Sales Community (e.g., sales, revenue or profitability) and
manage account operations (e.g., billing, collections, EACs, cost to serve,
CCI, ), maintaining accountability for overall client account financial health
Enable a smooth agile development process/environment using tools
including JAMA, JIRA, Stash/Bit Bucket, Jenkins etc
Build continuous integration pipelines and design hybrid cloud infrastructures
Continuous review and active management of products and other software
assets
Establish quality processes
Discuss business and technical/architectural topics
Build new features accordingly to new requirements
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Experience of Java Web App solutions and API design
Experience in virtualization technologies including ESXi, KVM, XEN
Experience in Linux system architecture and telecom protocols is an
advantage
Must be a strong communicator with good interpersonal skills, highly
professional and able to communicate directly with the engineers product
management, project management, marketing and sales
Must be a team player, self-driven and motivated to succeed
Must be educated to a degree level in computer science/engineering or have
equivalent experience


